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they often say something like, "Will you read this 
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for articles are a little different—they do a, b, and c.  Later in the semester, when you submit your 

research paper, you'll have to write an abstract similar to this one."  Or "Notice the uses of headings and 

subheadings in the chapter.  Student writers rarely use subheadings, but professional writers almost 

always do.  Maybe you can consider using subheadings in your papers."  Or "look at the excellent thesis 

statement in this article.  I admire the way the writer does a couple of things here...."  Draw students' 

attention to the uses of evidence in the writing they are reading for your course, to the ways writers in 

your field cite sources, and to the ways they write introductions and conclusions.  In other words, by 

teaching students how to read attentively in your field, you will be teaching them the ways writers in 

your discipline work.  Your first writing lessons come before the writing assignment is even made. 

2.  Publish the criteria for evaluation along with your assignment.  Let your students know, right from 

the time you make a writing assignment, the qualities you will be looking for when you grade their 

papers some days or weeks in the future.  These criteria—perhaps elaborated into a grading rubric—

should reflect your own, as well as your discipline's, values for excellent writing.  (I’ve included at the 

end a copy of the criteria and a holistic rubric I use in my English classes, as an example of what I mean.) 

3.  Ask students to submit a tentative thesis statement or a brief prospectus for the paper.  A one-

sentence thesis on a 3x5 card or a paragraph-length prospectus forces students to begin thinking about 
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expect your students to use standard written English in the papers they submit to you.  Spend most of 

your response time on the first of these jobs.  Devote your best efforts to helping students improve their 

thinking.  When you see errors in spelling, grammar, or punctuation, just circle them or put an X in the 

margin where they occur.  You don't have to label these errors or correct them, but I think it is useful to  

indicate to the student that you noticed them.  If the errors are so numerous that they overwhelm 

communication, stop reading and tell the student to resubmit corrected copy by the next class period.  

I've found that if students know I care about corre
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David Klooster 
Department of English 
Hope College 

Criteria for Papers 

1. Intellectual Engagement/Quality of Ideas 
1 Does the paper offer interesting, important, and fresh ideas on its topic? 
2 Does the paper reveal a writer who is curious and involved, a writer who questions, 

investigates, and reflects? 
3 Does the paper acknowledge and investigate complexities, rather than oversimplifying the 

subject or glossing over difficulties? 
4 Does the paper reveal a writer who uses language subtly, who sees deeply into ideas, who 

draws connections fruitfully, and who reasons logically? 
5 Is the writer’s style appropriate for the audience and the occasion? 
 

Organization and Development 
1 Can the reader discern a central claim (a thesis, a research finding, an interpretive claim, an 

argument) which is supported with appropriate evidence? 
2 Does the paper maintain a consistent focus on this central claim? 
3 Does the opening of the paper indicate the question or problem to be considered, and does it 

establish an appropriate rhetorical mode between the writer and the implied audience? 
4 Does every part of the paper advance the central claim in a discernible and effective way?  

Do the sentences and paragraphs form an effective sequence, drawing the reader along 
through a logical and reasonable argument? 

5 Does the paper develop its ideas with effective examples, analysis, comparisons, evidence, or 
other convincing explanations? 

6 Does the conclusion leave the reader with a sense of why the central claim is important, why 
it matters?  If appropriate, does it suggest ways the central ideas can be applied, or what the 
implications of the idea might be? 

 

3. Conventions 
1 Does the paper conform to the conventions of Standard Written English in grammar, 

punctuation, spelling, and mechanics? 
2 Is the manuscript presented in appropriate form? 
3 If present, do quotations and citations conform to MLA guidelines? 

 

 

(adapted from resources from the Grinnell College Writing Lab)




